
HURLEY 1XI vs Holyport – 4th September 2010 

HURLEY 
D Day c Fowler b Walker 3 

D Simoes c Walker b Pakwani 9 

N Akhtar b Pakwani 1 

T Balchin c Thompson b Richards 9 

T Moore b Pakwani 40 

G Lewis b Walker 22 

R Brown b Hayes 24 

J Langlands Run Out 2 

M Cole Not out 7 

D Wright c Pakwani b Hayes 13 

D Forrest Run out 4 

 Extras 37 

 Total 171ao 

 

 

HOLYPORT 
G Hinkel c Cole b Akhtar 11 

K Baillie c & b Forrest 7 

A Homer b Forrest 0 

M Fowler lbw Forrest 38 

P Davies c Simoes b Langlands 53 

J Pakwani c Day b Langlands 0 

J Walker b Langlands 4 

A Thompson Not Out 16 

T Hayes c Lewis b Brown 22 

J Richards Not Out 1 

 Extras 20 

 Total 172-8 

 

D Forrest 14-1-46-3 M Cole  7-1-30-0 

N Akhtar 12-5-23-1 D Wright 4-1-12-0 

R Brown 4.4-1-23-1 J Langlands 6-1-30-3 

 

Hurley 1XI washed their hands of a hugely disappointing 2010 Chilterns League season more vigorously 

than Lady Macbeth as they lost their fourth Chilterns League encounter on the bounce at home to 10 

man Holyport on Saturday.  In a bold move designed to recapture some batting confidence, Hurley 

skipper Mike Cole won the toss and opted to bat first. But Hurley’s recent fissures returned as they 

failed to deal with the swing of Walker (2-38) and Pakwani (3-20) and slid to 27-3 inside 10 overs. 

Hurley’s ‘go to’ man Naeem Akhtar shouldered arms only to see his off peg disappear and Hurley had 

a rebuilding task greater than the walls of Jericho. Trevor Balchin (9) and Tim Moore (40) put together 

24 in 13 difficult overs before Balchin edged Richards (1-28) behind. On a wicket of variable bounce, 

Moore’s innings was pivotal, and if there is any light at the end of a poor season it is the emerging 

talent of two Hurley colts. George Lewis (22) and Ross Brown (24) batted with flair in support of Moore 

as the Hurley innings began to gain momentum. Hurley moved to 134-5 before frustration got the 

better of Brown and a wild heave gave Tim Hayes (2-47) his first wicket. A late slog from Darryn Wright 

(13) took Hurley past 150 but Hurley could only manage a less than satisfying 171 from 50 overs.  

 

Tea was a brooding and flat affair despite the scones and pizzas, but the sun shone a little brighter for 

the home side as Dave Forrest (3-46) and Akhtar (1-23) reduced the visitors to 23-3 despite dropping 4 

catches in the first 6 overs. But skipper Fowler (38) and Pat Davies (53) added 93 for the 4th wicket 

without further alarm as the gloom descended on Hurley again unable to find any penetration. Hurley 

eventually turned to Jonothan Langlands (3-30) and he had an almost immediate effect as Davies 

lobbed an easy catch to Simoes at short cover and 3 balls later he removed Pakwani without scoring. 

Holyport then subsided to 124-7, effectively 8 as they only had 10 men. But Tim Hayes (22) and Alan 

Thompson (16not) added 41 for the 8th wicket to take the visitors to 165 before Hayes was dismissed by 

Ross Brown (1-23) to a smart catch by keeper Lewis to set up a tense finish. With the last pair at the 



crease and only 7 runs required, two wides and single followed before victory for the visitors was 

secured with Thompson driving to the boundary with two overs still in hand. 

 

Hurley have some rebuilding and selection headaches ahead of a new season and a desperate 

need to invest in new talent and direction.   

 


